FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Launch of next generation smart AC features for RACs by Cielo

REDMOND, WA, December 16, 2019 – Cielo WiGle Inc., the leading provider of smart controls for Residential Air Conditioners (RACs), announces exciting smart features in a major updated app release. The newly introduced features are geared towards energy savings and the convenience of the end users.

The new features work with all smart AC controls being offered by Cielo with the exception of “Temperature Range Control”, which works only with Cielo Breez Plus.

Here is the brief summary of newly released smart features set:

**Temperature Range Control**: Cielo Breez Plus Temperature Range Control gives users the flexibility to set a temperature range of choice. Set a minimum and maximum value so that AC runs within that range. The set range is locked and can only be disabled by the authorized user helping ensure energy savings, especially suited for the hospitality industry.

**Comfy Mode**: lets user set temperature & humidity-based triggers to personalize the operation of AC. Helps automatically change AC settings to maintain room temperature or humidity.

**Auto Remote Detection**: Apart from manual selection of the AC remote type and brand, now users can also automatically detect their AC’s remote control during registration. The new feature adds to the convenience and ease of initial setup and registration.

**Temperature & Humidity Calibration**: Users can now calibrate temperature and humidity via Cielo Home App. If there is a discrepancy between the in-built device sensors, and of an independent temperature/humidity gauge, the device can be calibrated to match that of the independent sensor, thus providing the reading desired by the user.

Apart from these new features, following existing features make Cielo smart devices the ideal choice for consumers to control any brand RAC from anywhere:

**Smart Home Compatibility**: Breez Plus works with both the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. Not just simple voice commands but also integrated with their app controls and respective routine settings.

**Geo-fencing**: Provides location-based controls, allowing the air conditioner to automatically turn on with your preferred AC settings or turn off depending upon proximity of the user from the smart controller.
**Smart Scheduling:** Set schedules for your whole day, which automatically change AC settings as per your desire & time. Schedules can be set for up to 7 days.

**Remote Backtracking:** Smart controller automatically detects actions made through AC’s remote control. All such actions are reflected & synced within the app.

Cielo products provide unprecedented functionality to the end user through global controls from anywhere. Cielo smart devices are backed up by Amazon Web Service’s IoT based cloud, which provides for seamless integration between the mobile app, smart controller and cloud.

Here’s what Waseem Amer, The CEO of Cielo WiGle Inc., had to say about this launch, “The recent launch of exciting new features is just another step in our constant endeavor to optimize our products, and give our customer the best there is. We at Cielo are constantly striving and pushing the limits, without resting on our laurels.”.

Cielo is all set to exhibit these features and all of its products in AHR expo, Orlando. For live demos, and further information, visit Cielo at Booth 966 – West Hall, at the AHR Expo 2020, Orlando, Florida, from Feb 3th to 5th, 2020. Furthermore, you can visit their website at https://www.cielowigle.com/.
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